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Ideophones and Reported Discourse as Depictive Signs事

Kimi Akita 

1. Introduction 

Ideophones“depict" rather than“describe”sensory imagery. In Japanese, unlike the prosaic 

verb hane－‘jump’， the ideophone pyon‘hopping’“acts out" the hopping movement by means of the 

phonological form ／~on/. The general definition of ideophones-also known as expressives and 

m1metics-as depictive signs proposed by Dingemans巴（2011:25) is arguably the most widely ac-

cept巴dcharacterization of this word class to date. Depictive signs also include pictures, iconic ges-

tures, and reported discourse (h巴nceforthRD), and Dingemanse’s evidence for the depictive nature 

of ideophones primarily comes from his comprehensive field documentation of Siwu, a Kwa lan-

guage spoken in Ghana. The present paper adds quantitative evidence to this discussion, focusing on 

the distributional relationship between ideophones and RDs in spoken Japanese. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the depiction hypothesis as 

proposed by Dingemanse. Section 3 describes the method of the present corpus-based study. Section 

4 discusses the cooccuηence of depictive signs within three different units of utterances in favor of 

the d巴pictionhypothesis. Section 5 is the conclusion. 

2. The Depiction Hypothesis 

The depiction view att巴mptsto replac巴thetraditional intuitive definitions of ideophones, such 

as the best-known definition by Doke (1935: 118）：“［a] vivid representation of an idea in sound." As 

Clark and Gerrig (1990) do for “demonstration，”Dingemanse (2011, 2013a, to appear) characterizes 

“depiction＇’in contrast with “description，＇’which is illustrated by prosaic linguistic expressions. For 

example, the sun that is hidden by clouds may b巴“depicted”bya pic旬reof the scene or “described” 

by the s巴ntenceLe soleil est cache par !es nuages. According to Dingemanse，也epicture is“imagis-

tic，＇’“gradient," and “basically iconic，” and one has to“‘imagine’to inte中ret''it. On the other hand, 

the French sentence is“propositional，”“discrete," and "basically arbitrary，”and one has to“‘decode’ 

to int巴rpret”it.(In this relation, Kita 1997 proposes a separate semantic dimension called “the affec-

to-imagistic dimension" for ideophones, expressive prosody, and iconic g邸側res.Washida 2011 also 

discusses the semantic idiosyncrasies of ideophones as “lautmalend”［i.e., sound picture].) 

* I thank Mark Dingemans巴forhis great patience with my persistent inquiries about his theory. My sin-
cere gratitude also goes to NHK for giving me permission to use their invaluable database. Any remaining 
inadequacies are my own. This study was partly supported by Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B) (no. 
24720179), Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) (no. 253 70425), and a grant from Spanish Ministry 
of Economy and Competitiveness (no. FFI2013・45553・C3-l-P).



In the depiction view, quotative marking on ideophones (e.g., to-marking in Japanese), which 

is crosslinguistically prevalent (Glildemann 2008: Chapter 4), is metaphorized as a picture frame that 

draws a clear bounda可 betw巳巴na picture and the rest of the scene (Dingemanse 2011: 39). Other 

common featur巴sof ideophones, such as prosodic prominence (Nuckolls 1996) and巴xpressivemor-

phology (Zwicky and Pullum 1987), are also attributed to their depictive semiosis. 

The depictive nature of id巴ophonesmanifests itself in their企equentcooccu汀encewith iconic 

gestures, another set of depictive signs (Ding巴mans巴2013b;see also Kunene 1965; Samarin 1971). 

For example, Kita (1997: 393; 2013) found 78 out of 83 adverbial ideophones (93.98%) and only 17 

out of 33 prosaic verbs (51.52%) in his Japanese speech elicitation data to be accompanied by “co-

expressive gesture strokes.”Similarly but more .cautiously, Dingemanse (2013b: 150-151) reports 

that 52 out of 174 ideophon巴Sin his Siwu data (29.89%) were accompanied by iconic gestures. Kita 

and Dingemanse agr巴巴 thatthe tight coupling of ideophones and iconic gestures indicates that由巳y

are two manifestations of the same semiotic mode. 

Furthermore, depiction is not merely a semiotic mode but has a pragmatic aspect. In his con-

versation analysis in Siwu, Dingemanse (2011: 265) argu巴sthat, as are RDs (Vincent and Perrin 

1999; Holt and Clift 2007), ideophon巴S“arequalitatively different [from prosaic descriptions] in 

constituting more direct appeals to personal experi巴nc巴， andhence implicitly s仕ongerclaims of ep-

1stemic authority”（Nuckolls 1996). The argument further goes as follows (see Dingemanse 2011: 

270 for particularly relevant conversation data): 

Tellers use id巴ophonesto provide more specificity, sometimes in the pursuit of uptake, 

sometimes to stress their巴pistemicprimacy, and recipients orient [thems巴Ives]to these 

different interactional courses of action. Recipients in turn may also use ideophones, in 

certain contexts displaying a concern with independent epistemic access by supplying 

their own ideophonic depictions, in others displaying a concern with emphasizing 

shared epistemic access by echoing and even anticipating ideophonic climaxes. We 

may summarise this by saying that ideophones are th巴nextb巴stthing to having been 

there. (Dingemans巴2011:299) 

These semantico司 pragmatic properti巴sof ideophones may show up as their within- and 

across-sp巴akerr巴sonance.Tellers may repeat an ideophone or use a s巴riesof ideophones to stress 

specific images or their epistemic authority. Recipients may use the same ideophones to show their 

shared epistemic access or introduce other ideophones to signal their independent epistemic access. 1 

Like the gesture studies cited above, this paper focuses on the' cooccurrence of dif争renttypes 

1 Noburo S勾lpointed out that a similar type of ideophonic resonance seems frequent in mother-child 
interactions. 
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of depictive signs: ideophones and RDs. However, unlike gestures, both ideophones and RDs are 

linguistic entities, and their cooccu口encemay reveal more than just coexpressiveness. The previous 

findings about ideophone-gesture synchronization and ideophonic resonance lead us to predict台。

quent cooccuπence of ideophones and ideophon巴s,RDs and RDs, and ideophones and RDs within 

• and across speakers. Our quantitative observations are also concerned with the order of ideophones 

and RDs in their cooccurrence, which may suggest the “triggering”負mctionof a particular type of 

depictive sign in semiotic/pragmatic mode shifts. 

3.恥1ethod

We observed how ideophones and RDs cooccur with each oth巴rin two corpora of spoken 

Japan巴se:the Nagoya University Conv巴rsationCorpus (NUCC) and the NHK War lntervi巴W Ar” 

chives (NWIA). The two co中orahave different characteristics, which allow us to examine different 

sets of hypotheses. 

First, 27 informal conversations between two to four (old) friends mostly in their twenties and 

thirties (28,777 sentences) were taken from NUCC. 19 of the conversations only involved female 

pa口icipants;seven involved both males and females; and one only involved males. The length of 

conversations varied from 23 to 120 minutes (M = 48.63). This corpus basically has one sentence in 

each line. 

Second, 64 interviews with veterans and victims of World War II (18,906 sentences) wer巴

taken企omNWIA. Th巴seinterviews were assumed to be analogous to monologues, with interview-

ers being mere facilitators. Most interview巴巴swer巴 over80 years old (46 males, 18 females). The 

length of interviews varied 合om10.63 to 90.20 minutes (M= 35.66). This corpus has 1.77 to 10.86 

sentences （』,f=4.17, SD= 1.70) per Jin巴dep巴ndingon the int巴rview.

We cod巴dthree types of (quasi-)depictive signs: ideophones, quasi-ideophones, and RDs. 

Quasi-ideophones are prosaic adverbs for degree or frequency with typical ideophonic morpho-

phonology, such as dondon‘one a丘町 another二sukkari‘completely',and zut-to‘all the timピ（see

Tamori 1980). Assumed to be less iconic than genuine ideophones but more iconic than genuine 

prosaic words, they were used for comparison. Lines containing on巴ormore common quotative in-

dexes, such as quotation marks，イo/tteiw・（QUOTsay), and -toka iw-(etc. say), were cod巴das“＋RD.” 

This coding scheme identified 582 ideophones, 339 quasi-ideophones, and 933 +RD lines in NUCC 

and 876 ideophon巴s,345 quasi-id巴ophones,and 1,011 +RD Jin巴Sin NWIA. Note that“lines" in 

NUCC are essentially equivalent to sentences, whereas those in NWIA may be sequenc巴sof sen-

tences (in many cases, turns) (M = 4.17). This differ巴ncein line size allows us to discuss three dif-

ferent types of cooccuπence domains. We can observe within-sentence cooccuπences in NUCC and 

within-and across働 tumcooccurrences in both NUCC and NWIA. 
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4. Results 

4.1. Cooccurrence of the same types of depictive signs 

We start with quantitative examinations of the “resonance" phenomena in both ideophones 

and RDs. First, Figures 1 and 2 show that ideophones are (almost) significantly more likely than 

quasi-ideophones to occur with another (quasi-)ideophone in the same s巴ntence(Fisher’s exact test: 

p = .09) and tum()( (1) = 28.45,pく .001),respectively. The即町ofsentences w油 morethan one 

ideophone appears to come from the one-ideophone-per-clause restriction noted by Kita (1997: 405). 

川ヨ ｜繊l
100% 

80% 80% r-・ 'f'l 

・2+ 60% 396 I ・2+
60% 

320 

4肌円 40% 

20% 20% 

0% 0% 

Lines w/ 

Figure 1. Within-sentence cooccurrence of Figure 2. Within-turn cooccurrence of (quα・
(quαsi・）ideophones(NUCC) si-)ideophones (NWIA) 

The within-tum cooccuηence of ideophones is illustrated in (1). Hereafter, ideophones at issue are 

highlighted in boldface. 

(1) Kono hanasi siィe i-ru-toki, wαtαsi-no kotti-kαYα sugu, suut-te 

this sto可 do・CONJbe-NPST-when I-GEN over.here-from right IDPH-QUOT 

it-tα－wαrke-yo syoomeidan. Wiαtasi-wα sono toki, un-gα yok，αt-t，α，nα－to 

go-PST-FP-FP flare.bomb I-TOP that time luck-NOM good-PST-FP由 QUOT

omot-te i-ta-yo. Syuut・te kikoe-tα－wαke-yo司 Atti-ni sugu 

think-CONJ be-PST-FP IDPH-QUOT hear-PST-FP-FP over. there-DAT right.away 

oti-te bon-si-yot-ta. 

fall-CONJ IDPH-do-ASP-PST 

‘When [I] was telling this story, a flare bomb went whistling合omright over here past m巴.I 

thought [I] was lucky then. [I] heard a long swish. [Th巴bomb]dropped over there right away 

and went bang.' (NWIA_8) 

Likewise, ideophones were found to be more likely than quasi-ideophones to resonate across sen-

tences and turns. Figures 3 and 4 show that lines with ideophones are most likely to be followed by 

another ideophonic line ()( (2) = 75.30, pく .001;adjusted residual= 8.39,pく .001),although Fig-
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ur巴3involves interpretive ambiguity as to whether a new sentence means a new旬rn.
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Figure 4. Across-turn cooccurrenc芭 of(qua-
si-)ideophones (NW/A) 

Figure 3. Across-sentence cooccurrence of 
(quαsi-)ideophones (NUCC) 

Note: Hereafter, asterisks repres巴ntsignificant positive inclinations: *pく .05，本キpく .01，字本＊pく .001. 

An across-tum example is cited in (2). In this part of the conversation, M023’s use of two ideo・

phones for the appearance of the dish served appears to have motivated Fl28’s use of another id巴0-

phone, which is supplemented by still another ideophone in M023’s last u口erance.

(2) F128: Gohan saa tabe-te-ne. 

meal now 巴at-CONJ-FP

‘Now, help yourself to the dishes.’ 

F023: Aa, arigato. 

oh thanks 

‘0 h, thanks.' 

F128: Konnani tabe-ran-na-i. 

so.much eat-POT-NEG-NPST 
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this I a.little.bit.more image-in.terms.of-DAT-TOP so this 

gutugutu-si-tor-u-no-ka-to omot-tara, nanka, nαnka, nの10ιto-si-ta

IDPH-do-ASP-NPST-NML・・Q-QUOTthink-when well well IDPH-QUOT-do・PST

kanzi-de. 

feeling-COP 

‘Though I imagined this simmering a little bit more furiously, [it］’s somewhat calm 

and unattractive.’ 

F128: Un, aru imi, be, be, betyot-te i-u. 

yeah one sense IDPH-QUOT say-NPST 
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‘Yeah, [it］’s mushy in a sense.’ 

M023: Motto zyuuzyaa it-te de-te ku-ru. 

ロ1ore IDPH say-CONJ exit-CONJ come-NPST 

‘［I imagined it] being served with more sizzle.' (NUCC 87) 

These results are consistent with the depiction hypothesis, which accounts for both within-and 

across叩 eakerresonance of depictive signs. 

Similar results were obtained for RDs. As Figures 5 and 6 show, lines with RDs were found 

to be more likely than those without to be followed by lines with RDs in both the across-s削 ence(;( 

(1) = 297.75,pく .001)and across-tum data (x2 (1) = 82.13,pく .001).

100% 
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,27399 
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20% 

0% 

/RDs 
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• 2846一一一時
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Figure 5. Across-sentence cooccurrence of RDs 
(NUCC) 

Figure 6. Across-turn cooccurrence of RDs 
(NWIA) 

The following exce中tillustrates the across-tum resonance of RDs. In this example，同owomen 

quote the立（imaginarγ）bosses' orders and their own apologies in their paιtime jobs. Hereafter, 

relevant RDs are underlin巴d.

(3) FlOl: Saisyo・wasoozi-kara. 

first-TOP cleaning-from 

'[We] start with cleaning.’ 

F093: _ Oi. omae oso-i-zoo-to i-u. 

hey you slow-NPST-FP-QUOT say-NPST 

'[He］’s like，“Hey, you’日slow."'

FlOl: So, so, so, so, sumimaseen-toka. 

I’m.soπy-etc. 

‘［I］’m like，“「Il’mso sorrv."' 

F093: Hmaku. motamota-su・n-naa-toka it-te. 

quick IDPH町 do-NPST-NEG.!MP-etc.say-CONJ 
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‘［H巴］says，“Be quick. Don’t dilly-dally."' 

FlOl: Hai, suimaseen-toka it-te. 

yes I’Ill.SO汀y-etc. say-CONJ 

‘［I] say，“No. I’m soπY.’n 

F093: !ya, tura-i, soozu-no. 

I.hate.it painful-NPST suchlike-NML 

'[I] don’t like it. That’S painful.’(NUCC_80) 

All these results confirm both the existence of the pragmatic correlates of depictive semiosis 

2 
and the similarity between ideophones and RDs. The domain of resonance was found to range from 

the sentence to the tum sequence. This finding suggests that mode shifts between depiction and de-

scription may take place in both minor and major scales. 

4.2. Cooccurrence of different types of depictive s区間

Resonance takes place between different types of depictive linguistic signs as well. Both ide-

ophones and quasi-ideophones were found to frequently cooccur with RDs within sentences and 

turns, as shown in Fi伊 res7 and 8, respectively. Chi-square tests r巴vealeda significant group differ-

ence for both the within-sentence data （ポ（2)= 36.76, pく .001)and the within-tum data(;( (2) = 

213.07, pく .001),and a司justedresidual tests showed that lines with ideophones and qua-

si-ideophones are significantly more likely than those without to contain RDs (Figur巴 7:a司justed

residuals= 4.53 and 3.96, respectively; Figur巴8:adjusted residuals= 13.02 and 5.43, respectively). 
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十「 一一一一 一一一 一一 II 60% I 511 304 94*** I I 
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0%十Jて ー I 士－ I 山 , 1 I 0% 
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回。
..<:: 
号
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ザ Figure8. Within・turncooccurrence of (qua-
si-)ideophones and RDs (NWIA) 

H
E
－－uz 

w/o RDs ・w/RlDs Lines w/ 

Figure 7. Within-sentence cooccurrence 
(quasiて）ideophonesand RDs (NUCC) 

2 The similarity between ideophones and RDs was also observed in a f巴winstances in which a holophras-
tic ideophone, which is otherwise highly marginal in Japanese (pace Tamori and Schourup 1999: 84-88), 
“belongs" to an RD, as in (i）ー Inthis example, the id巴ophoneis treated as if utter巴dby the quoted speaker. 
(i）“Pinvoon, heva ai-te-mas-u-ka＂ ・ttara... 

!DPH room be.available-CONJ-POL・NPST-Q-QUOT.said.when 
‘When [I] said，“Beep‘is there anv room available？”... '(NUCC_l) 
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Here are two exampl巴utterancesthat contain both ideophones and RDs. 

(4) a. Untensyu-san-ga sono ba-de wandei-tiketto-de-toka i-u-to，… kore-kurai-no 

driver-Mr.-NOM that spot-in l.day-ticket-by-etc. say-NPST-and this-about-GEN 

kikαi-de katyakatyakatyat-te yat-te, de, piit-te de-te ki-ta 

machine-by IDPH-QUOT do・CONJ也en IDPH-QUOT exit-CONJ come-PST 

reszito-o birit-to yabut-te, b.gj_-tte kure-ru-zyan-ne. 

receipt-ACC IDPH-QUOT te紅・CONJ here.you.are-QUOT give-NPST-FP-FP 

‘When凹say，“Aone-day pass，＇’the driver, on the spot, ... clanks a machine of this size, 

旬紅s,with a ripping noise, the r巴ceiptthat came out smoothly, and gives [it] to me saying 

"Here you ar巴ー（NUCC_l,within-sentence) 

b. Gyuut-to sime-nai・to kαtui-dα酬 toki-ni darat-to 

IDPH-QUOT fast巴n-NEG働 andshoulder-PST・－when-DATIDPH-QUOT 

nat-tyau-n-d，回u・yo. Sorede yαri-naosi s・αse－γα！re-tα

become-end.up-NML-COP.POL-FP then do-do.again do-CAUS-PASS-PST 

’＇Katui-de zvoo-kanpan ik-kai mawat-te ko-i "-nante iw－αre-te, 

shoulder-CONJ upper-deck 1-CL go.around-CONJ come-IMP-even say-PASS-CONJ 

minna-de katui-de mαwαt-tarz si-te. 

巴V巴ηrone-inshoulder明 CONJ go.around-and do-CONJ 

‘If [we] don’t fasten the [hammocks] tightly, [they] end up in hanging loosely when [we] 

shoulder [th巴m].And [we] were forced to do [it] again. Ordered，“Go around the upper 

deck once shoulderin只rtheml，＇’［we]went around together shouldering [them］.’ (NWIA_6, 

within-tum) 

Of further inter巴stis th巴across-lineresonance between ideophones and RDs. On the one hand, 

we obtained no significant tendencies for across-sentence resonance in NUCC ((quasi・）ideophones

followed by RDs：χ2 (2) = 2.52,p = .28; RDs followed by (qu怯）ideophones：ぷ（2)= 1.40, p = .50). 

On the other hand, as shown in Figures 9 and 10, we did find significantly合巴quentcooccu口enceof 

ideophones and RDs in the across-tum data企omNWIA, and it was suggested that ideophones are 

more lik均 initiatorsof this cooccurrence ((qu酔）ideophonesfollowed by RDs：ぷ（2)= 14.64, p 

く .001;RDs followed by (quasi”）ideophones：ぷ（2)= 6.78,pく .05).
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Fi.εure 9. Across-turn cooccurrence of (qua-
si-)ideophonesαndRDs仰 IA)

One illustrative conversation is cited in (5). In this example, Fl07 cannot find appropriate words that 

follow the ideophone for a knocking sound, and F 128 takes ov巴rth巴jobof completing也esentence 

and introduces an RD that copies Fl07’s imaginary utterance in the visiting scene. Put differently, 

the sensoηf immediacy of the ideophone invites Fl28 to Fl07’s personal exp巴rienceand allows her 

to perform Fl07 in the depicted world. 

1-i-naa. omosiro-zi. Hee Sore-wa soo-na-n-da. Fl28: (5) 

good-NPST-FP interesting-NPST that-TOP so-COP”NML開 COPoh 

‘Is that so? Oh, it’s inter巴sting.[I］’m envious.’ 

mor.αt-te, oi-te tot-te 
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 Damonde-saa, Fl07: 

keep-CONJ give凶 CONJbook-CONJ I-day-th-TOP so同 FP

so no. konkon・toka-tte,hutu-ka-me-kara 

well IDPH-etc.-QUOT 2・day-th・合om

‘So, for th巴firstday, [we] had [my] accommodations booked in advance, and from 

the second day, with a knock [on B&Bs’doors], umm.’ 

it-te. Mise-te-toka Fl28: 

show-CONJ-etc. say-CONJ 

‘［You] said，“Let rusl have a look 「atvour rooms l .＇” （NUCC_2, across－旬m)

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we hav巴present巴dquantitative support for both the semiotic and pragmatic as-

pects of the depiction account of ideophones. T巴llersmay switch between the d巴pictiveand descrip-

tive modes within the same discourse. They employ more ideophones, RDs, and iconic g田知resin 

the depictive parts of the discourse than in its descriptive p訂 ts,inviting recipi巴ntsto the d巴picted

world. Remaining issues include a closer look at the morphosyntax of resonant ideophones, the 

among them, and the possible exist巴nc巴 ofa third 
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(non-semiotic) factor that may motivate the occurrence of both ideophones and RDs (e.g., informal-

ity). Furthermore, the pr巴sentdiscussion may benefit from-and hopefully, contribut巴to－“dialogic

syntax，＇’ an emerging theoretical framework for linguistic resonance (Du Bois 2014). 
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